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the pooled results from 22 different climate models, the simulated "fingerprint" pattern of anthropogenically-caused changes in water vapor was identifiable with high statistical confidence in satellite data. Each model received equal weight in the D&A analysis, despite large differences in the skill with which they simulate key aspects of observed climate. Here, we examine whether water vapor D&A results are sensitive to model quality.
The "top ten" and "bottom ten" models are selected with three different sets of skill measures and two different ranking approaches. The entire D&A analysis is then repeated with each of these different sets of more or less skillful models. Our performance metrics include the ability to simulate the mean state, the annual cycle, and the variability associated with El Niño.
We find that estimates of an anthropogenic water vapor fingerprint are insensitive to current model uncertainties, and are governed by basic physical processes that are well-represented in climate models. Because the fingerprint is both robust to current model uncertainties and dissimilar to the dominant noise patterns, our ability to identify an anthropogenic influence on observed multi-decadal changes in water vapor is not affected by "screening" based on model quality. most rigorous tool for disentangling the complex causes of recent climate change (1) (2) (3) . Fingerprinting relies on numerical models of the climate system to provide estimates of both the searched-for fingerprint -the pattern of climate response to a change in one or more forcing mechanisms -and the background "noise" of natural internal climate variability. To date, most formal D&A work has used information from only one or two individual models to estimate both the fingerprint and noise (4) (5) (6) . Relatively few D&A studies have employed climate data from three or more models (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) .
The availability of large, multi-model archives of climate model output has had important implications for D&A research. A prominent example of such an archive is the CMIP-3 (Coupled Model Intercomparison Project) database, which was a key resource for the Fourth Assessment Report of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) (14) . The CMIP-3 archive enables D&A practitioners to utilize information from two dozen of the world's major climate models, and to examine the robustness of D&A results to current uncertainties in model-based estimates of climate-change signals and natural variability noise (10, 13 ).
Multi-model databases offer both scientific opportunities and challenges. One challenge is to determine whether the information from each individual model in the database is equally reliable, and should be given equal "weight" in a multi-model D&A study, or in estimating some "model average" projection of future climate change (15) . Previous multi-model D&A investigations with atmospheric water vapor (10) and sea-surface temperatures (SSTs) in hurricane formation regions (13) adopted a "one model, one vote" approach, with no attempt made to weight or screen models based on their performance in simulating aspects of observed climate. An important and hitherto unexplored question, therefore, is whether the findings of such multi-model D&A studies are sensitive to model weighting or screening decisions.
To address this question, objective measures of model performance are required.
An obvious difficulty is that model errors are highly complex, and depend on the variable considered, the space and timescale of interest, the statistical metric used to compare modeled and observed climatic fields, the exact property of the fields that is being considered (e.g., mean state, diurnal or annual cycle, amplitude and structure of variability, evolution of patterns, etc.), and uncertainties in the observations themselves (16) (17) (18) (19) (20) (21) (22) . Recent assessments of the overall performance of CMIP-3 models have relied on a variety of statistical metrics, and were primarily focused on how well these models reproduce the observed climatological mean state (23, 24) .
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In the following, we revisit our multi-model D&A study with atmospheric water 1 The processes affecting the gradual response of the climate system to long-term anthropogenic forcing need not be the same as those controlling shorter-timescale phenomena. For example, model inadequacies in simulating the diurnal cycle do not necessarily translate to a deficient simulation of long-term responses.
vapor over oceans (10) . We calculate a number of different "model quality" metrics, and demonstrate that use of this information to screen models does not affect our ability to identify an externally-forced fingerprint in satellite data.
Observational and Model Water Vapor Data
We rely on observational water vapor data from the satellite-based Special Sensor Microwave Imager (SSM/I). The SSM/I atmospheric moisture retrievals commenced in late 1987, and are based on measurements of microwave emissions from the 22-GHz water vapor absorption line (25) (26) (27) . Retrievals are unavailable over the highly emissive land surface and sea-ice regions. Our focus is therefore on W , the total column water vapor over oceans for a near-global domain.
2
As noted above, "fingerprint" studies require estimates of both the climate-change signal in response to external forcing and the noise of internal climate variability. We obtain signal estimates from simulations with historical changes in natural and anthropogenic forcings ("20CEN" runs), and noise information from control integrations with no forcing changes. 3 We use 20CEN and control integrations from 22 different 2 Our D&A study area encompasses all oceans between 50
• N and 50
• S. This domain was chosen to minimize the effect of model-versus-SSM/I water vapor differences associated with inaccurate simulation of the latitudinal extent of ice margins. 3 The external forcings imposed in the 20CEN experiments differed between modeling groups. The most comprehensive experiments included changes in both natural external forcings (solar irradiance and volcanic dust loadings in the atmosphere) and in a wide variety of anthropogenic influences climate models in the CMIP-3 archive. These are the same models that were employed in our original water vapor D&A study (10) .
Strategy for Assessment of Model Quality Are such variability differences between models and observations of practical importance in multi-model D&A studies? Most D&A studies routinely apply some form of statistical test to check the consistency between observed residual variability (after removal of an estimated externally-forced signal) and model control run variability (4, (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) , and many studies compare power spectra of the observed and modeled variables being analysed (12, 13) . Our focus here is not on formal statistical tests or spectral density comparisons, but instead on calculating metrics which provide more direct information regarding the fidelity with which models simulate the amplitude and structure of key modes of natural internal variability.
Although our D&A study involves water vapor only, we compute performance metrics both for water vapor and SST. We examine SST data because observed SST datasets are 130 to 150 years in length, and therefore provide a better constraint on model-based estimates of decadal variability than the short (21-year) SSM/I record.
Information on low-frequency variability is crucial for D&A applications, since it constitutes the background noise against which we attempt to identify a slowly-evolving anthropogenic signal. All SST-based model quality metrics were calculated using observations from the NOAA Extended Reconstructed SST dataset (ERSST) (28 We analyze model performance in simulating the mean state, annual cycle, and amplitude and structure of variability. All 70 metrics are normalized by some measure of the inter-model standard deviation of the statistical property being considered. This normalization allows us to combine information from the mean, annual cycle, and variability metrics. Details regarding the definition and calculation of our model performance metrics are given 6 We do not calculate metrics that gauge model performance in simulating observed water vapor and SST trends. Results could be biased towards identification of an anthropogenic fingerprint by first selecting a subset of models with greater skill in replicating observed trends, and then using the same subset in a D&A analysis that compares modeled and observed trend behavior. In terms of its simulation of the climatological annual cycle pattern (Fig. 2B ) and the amplitude of monthly variability (Fig. 2C ), HadCM3 also performs well relative to its peers, and is ranked 7 th and 5 th (respectively). For the monthly variability pattern, however, HadCM3 has a large error for water vapor in the PDO region (Fig.   2D ). This one component has a marked influence on HadCM3's low overall ranking Second, there is also some sensitivity to the choice of ranking procedure, particularly for the VA+VP and ALL statistics (Fig. 4B, C) . In each of these two cases, the non-parametric and parametric ranking approaches identify slightly different sets of "top 10" models. Only 8 models are in the intersection of these sets.
Third, higher horizontal resolution does not invariably lead to improved model performance. The CMIP-3 archive contains two models (the Canadian Climate Centre's CGCM3.1 and the Japanese MIROC3.2) that were run in both higher-and lower-resolution configurations. The lower-resolution version of CGCM3.1 outperforms the higher-resolution version in terms of the M+AC diagnostics, but not for the VA+VP metrics. The reverse applies to the MIROC3.2 model. The lack of a consistent benefit of higher resolution is partly due to our focus on temperature and moisture changes over oceans. The performance improvement related to higher resolution is more evident over land areas with complex topography (30).
Detection and Attribution Analysis
We now apply the same multi-model D&A method used by Santer et al. (10) . Instead of employing all 22 CMIP-3 models in the D&A analysis, we restrict our attention to 10-member subsets of the 22 models. These subsets are determined by ranking models on the basis of the three different sets of metrics (M+AC, VA+VP, and ALL) and two different ranking approaches (parametric and non-parametric). From each of these six ranking sets, we select the "top ten" and "bottom ten" models, yielding 12 groups of 10 models. There is pronounced similarity between the fingerprint patterns estimated from the 12 subsets of CMIP-3 models (Fig. 5 ). All 12 patterns show spatially-coherent water vapor increases, with largest increases over the warmest ocean areas. There are no systematic differences between the fingerprints estimated from different sets of diagnostics, different ranking procedures, or from the top ten or bottom ten models.
This indicates that the structure of the water vapor fingerprint is primarily dictated by the zero-order physics governing the relationship between surface temperature and column-integrated water vapor (25, 31) .
For each of our 12 subsets of CMIP-3 models, estimates of natural internal vari- 9 Since volcanic effects on climate have pronounced structure in space and time, they can and have been identified in D&A studies which include information on the spatio-temporal evolution of signal and noise (12) .
ability are obtained by concatenating the 10 individual control runs of that subset, after first removing residual drift from each control (Fig. S1, SI ) . The leading EOF patterns estimated from the concatenated control runs are remarkably similar: each displays the horseshoe-shaped pattern characteristic of the effects of ENSO variability on atmospheric moisture (Fig. S2, SI ) . Unlike the fingerprints, the leading noise modes have both positive and negative changes in water vapor.
The similarity of the noise modes in Fig. S2 occurs despite the fact that individual models can have noticeable differences in the spatial structure of their leading mode of water vapor variability (Fig. S3, SI ) . One possible explanation for this result is that errors in the pattern of the dominant noise mode in individual models are quasirandom; these random error components are reduced when the leading noise mode is estimated from a sufficiently large number of concatenated model control runs (22) .
The final step was to repeat the multi-model D&A analysis of Santer et al. (10) with updated SSM/I observations, 12 different fingerprints (Fig. 5 ), and 12 modelbased noise estimates (Fig. S2, SI ) . The D&A analysis was performed 144 times, using each possible combination of fingerprint and noise (Fig. 6 ). We do not employ any form of fingerprint optimization to enhance signal-to-noise (S/N) ratios (3-7, 10).
Our D&A method is fully described in the SI Text.
In each of the 144 cases, the model-predicted fingerprint in response to external forcing can be positively identified in the observed water vapor data ( cases. This illustrates that our ability to identify externally-forced changes in water vapor is not affected by the "model screening" choices we have made.
Note that there are systematic differences between S/N ratios estimated with "top ten" and "bottom ten" models, with ratios for the latter larger in all 6 cases (Fig. 6 ). This result occurs because many of the models ranked in the bottom ten underestimate the observed variability of water vapor, thereby spuriously inflating S/N ratios (Fig. S4, SI ). In models with more realistic representations of the mean state, annual cycle, and variability, S/N ratios are smaller, but consistently remain above the stipulated 5% significance threshold.
Conclusions
We have shown that the positive identification of an externally-forced fingerprint in satellite estimates of atmospheric water vapor changes is robust to current model uncertainties. Our ability to identify this fingerprint is not affected by restricting our original multi-model D&A study (10) to smaller subsets of models with superior performance in simulating certain aspects of observed water vapor and SST behavior.
In fact, we find that even models with noticeable errors in water vapor and SST yield positive detection of an externally-forced fingerprint.
The ubiquitous detection of an externally-forced fingerprint is due to several factors. First, the structure of the water vapor fingerprint is governed by very basic physics, and is highly similar in all 12 of our sensitivity tests (Fig. 5) . Second, the fingerprint is characterized by spatially-coherent water vapor increases, while the dominant noise modes in the model control runs are ENSO-like in structure, and do not show coherent water vapor increases over the entire global ocean (Fig. S2 , SI ). Although the structural details of the dominant noise mode differ from model to model (Fig. S3, SI ) , the dissimilarity of the water vapor fingerprint and the leading noise patterns does not. This dissimilarity is the main explanation for the robustness of our D&A results.
The water vapor feedback mechanism is of primary importance in determining the sensitivity of the climate system to external forcing (31, 32) . Since our fingerprint estimates are robust across models and relatively insensitive to the model quality metrics calculated here, the contribution of water vapor feedback to projected future climate changes may be similarly insensitive to model skill.
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Our study also demonstrates that it is not easy to make an unambiguous iden- approaches lead to important differences in climate-change projections is currently unclear, and may depend on the region, climate variable, and timescale of interest (20, 22) . Identification of the 'best' models for making projections of future climate change will likely require metrics that can better constrain current uncertainties in feedback mechanisms (33).
Although we find that incorporating model quality information has little impact on our ability to identify an externally-forced water vapor fingerprint, this does not mean that model quality assessment will be of limited value in D&A studies with other variables (8, 11) . In the case of water vapor, S/N ratios are invariably above stipulated significance thresholds. If S/N ratios are closer to these thresholds, it may become more important to screen or down-weight models that are deficient in their simulation of the amplitude and structure of natural variability. As we show here, such variability errors can systematically bias D&A results.
In summary, future multi-model D&A studies must deal with the fundamental challenge of how to make appropriate use of the information from a large collection of models of varying complexity and performance levels. Inevitably, model quality assessment will be an integral component of multi-model D&A studies. While a democratic "one model, one vote" approach was successful for the water vapor D&A problem, this approach may not be adequate in all cases. The first four fingerprints (panels A-D) were estimated from the "top ten" ("TT")
and "bottom ten" ("BT") models, with non-parametric ("N") and parametric ("P") rankings based on the M+AC metrics (see Fig. 4 ). The fingerprints in panels E-H were estimated from models ranked with the VA+VP pattern statistics. The final four fingerprints (panels I-L) were calculated from models ranked with a combination of mean state, annual cycle, and variability metrics (ALL). All fingerprint calculations were performed on a common 10
• latitude/longitude grid. The variance explained by the leading mode ranges from 88.3% to 94.0%. Figure 6 : Sensitivity of signal-to-noise (S/N) ratios to "model quality" information.
As described in the main text, 12 different sets of ten models were employed to calculate 12 externally-forced fingerprints and 12 estimates of natural internal variability.
The D&A analysis was then performed 144 times, with all possible combinations of fingerprint and noise. In "Test 1", for example, the D&A analysis was run 12 times, each time with the same concatenated control runs (from the top ten models deter- 
